
 LIVING WORD PRAYERS for November 8, 2020 
 

Healing Healing  (cont.) Armed Forces 

Linda Tarandy                           Jeane Cole Aline Henaghan                 Jeremy Kinney Joseph Gawlik        Mike & Serria Michalek       

Joan & Jay Gabrielson                Dan Diver                                Laura Peter                           Randy Hodo Elizabeth Grossart       Thomas Brinkmann 

Kristie Palumbo                             Al Martin                              Bridget DePue                      Mike CiBellie Shut-ins   

Al Genovese                            Brian Howe Bill Schaefer                       Carrie & Kevin Larry Andorf                              Ida Stevens   

Leonard Baids                           Julie Widmer                        Jackie Rincon Ada Fleischhauer                        Diana Witt 

George Rapinchuk                   Patty Quinn Amy Gluck                             Mary Dykstra Imprisoned 

Glen Runge                         Karen Grossart Joyce Ongstad Philip Lange                          Bill Krasewski                              

 

Guidance & Blessing  ➢ Living Word that we are guided by the oil from Jesus ➢ Our leaders (civil and church) at local, regional and national levels -- to recognize their responsibility for the common good ➢ For our country and the divisions that are currently being shown, that God might bring healing and understanding ➢ Holy Trinity Church - Vicar Chris and Pastor Shehab and their future with the Muslim community ➢ Congregation of Living Word-we can start to grow and follow a specific path for the growth and the future of our church ➢ For all who have been effected by the corona virus - health, strength, guidance and patience till all of this is over 
 

Healing   ➢ Dottie (friend of the Grossarts) - her cancer has returned, taking medication to fight it, praying it will work ➢ Stephen (Baids nephew) – diagnosed with leukemia, healing, prayers for comfort, strength and health    ➢ Gwen Knight (Miller friend) - successful throat surgery, but continued prayers for other health issues ➢ Mother of Malia Oliver - diagnosed with advanced Alzheimers (came on quickly), recently fell and broke hip, lots going on ➢ Carrie & Kevin (friends of Sandy Fratantoni) - siblings have a genetic, degenerative disease, no cure, need extreme health care ➢ Darryl Reed (Rick Boehm co-worker) - as doctors seek answers to his conditions  ➢ Chris McCaffery (DiGrazia neighbor) - has stage 4 cancer ➢ Kevin Davis (Hostert friend) - healing  ➢ Diane (Hostert acquaintance) - attempted suicide, but was found in time, prayers for healing, guidance and blessings ➢ Darcy Klaus (Stutz sister-in-law) - back in hospital with high blood pressure and fluid in the lungs ➢ Georgene (Bobbi Pote sister)-bladder cancer, had surgery, is cancer free, still needs to be tested, regular good results, doing good ➢ Charlotte Haynes (daughter of Diana Motel friend)–1 yr. old, therapy is going well, continue strength for her and family support ➢ John (friend of Paul Motel mother) – doing well, prayers for continued strength and health  ➢ Al Barrattia (Grossart friend) - isolated for reoccurring cancer, prayer for comfort, peace during the recent loss of his wife ➢ Louise Palumbo (Miller acquaintance) - serious heart issues, prayer for strength and resolution for health issues ➢ Eileen (Miller acquaintance) - kidney failure, in serious condition ➢ Morgan (Miller acquaintance) - Brain tumor, prayers for resolution and strength ➢ Kelly Miller (Miller relative) - having chest pains, prayer for health and resolution ➢ Carolyn Wagenaar - ongoing health issues, prayer for strength and resolve, prayer for medicine to work ➢ Sandy Fratantoni family - for healing for her mom after she suffered second mini stroke a couple of months ago ➢ Bob & Cherie Pacansky (Kathy Miller relatives)-both had serious surgeries, heart valve & stroke issues, in hospice for brain tumor ➢ Virginia Tracy (Regan relative) – in hospice at Sunny Hill ➢ Jimmy (Regan acquaintance) -  work accident, prayers for healing and guidance ➢ Father of Audra Curtin - heart surgery went well, recovering at home, prayers for improved strength and health ➢ Diana Witt - prayers for strength and improved health ➢ Bobbi Pupa (Pote acquaintance) - had valve surgery, is very frail, not doing good, is home, but having complications ➢ Joan Tinich – had kidney stone surgery on the 13th, prayers for a quick and smooth recovery ➢ Ray (Diane Chitwood grandson) - was sent home from baseball with a fever, prayers that it is not COVID. ➢ Bobbi (Pote daughter)-diagnosed with breast cancer, having surgery on the 14th, prayers for continued strength and good results ➢ Mike Melone (Holloway/Motel relative)-recovering from intestinal blockage surgery, doing well, will be in hospital for a while 
 

Comfort  
Safety & Protection (those traveling for work/ pleasure)  ➢ Gary and Bobbi Pote-traveling to Arizona 

 

Thanksgiving  ➢ Greg Grossart (Bob and Karen son) – doing well, walking 2 miles a day, no major issues   ➢ Pastor Lee & Biblica - prayers for a successful partnership with Biblica and Harper Collins Christian Publishing 
 

Celebration    LWLC birthdays and anniversaries this week (newsletter has specifics) 


